
Its hard to know whether this is a horror story or  

story about  communities coming together, a 

story punctuated throughout with songs, or 

perhaps simply a narrative about a yappy wee 

dog 

 

Somewhere over the rainbow 

Working 9 to 5 Connie felt this was her song; 

each day was the same tedious routine of work, 

dinner, television and bed coupled with a 

weekend of washing, housework and an influx of 

grandchildren and a yappy wee dog. Sometimes 

she muttered I wish I could stop the world and 

let me off. 

But you need to be careful about what you wish 

for as one day it happened everything changed. 

A strange virus crept in like a stranger in the 

night taking away all sense of normality, Connie 

felt she was waiting for the end of the world.  

Schools and workplaces closed down and the 

roads became quiet there were only a few cars 



to be seen. Supermarket shelves emptied and 

hand sanitizer and hand cream along with soap 

sold out not to mention the highly valued loo 

rolls. Dog food didn’t appear to be a problem, so 

the yappy wee dog was happy.  Face masks 

became the new fashion accessory   families 

stayed in their own homes we’ll meet again 

seemed to be what everyone was saying but 

meeting anyone at all had to be socially 

distanced and people who got the shielding 

letter were confined to their own homes 

For the first few days it wasn’t too bad in some 

ways it seemed like dreams come true, no alarm 

clock doing an incessant song and dance on the 

dressing table each morning. No grandchildren 

with sticky fingers messing the house and the 

added delight of daytime television, the yappy 

wee dog was still yappy but not so much as he 

was enjoying her company. 

But then the dreams became a nightmare, there 

was no reason for getting up in the mornings, no 

baby hugging and kissing. A sense of dread 



prevailed going out shopping with long queues 

and shortages of essentials.  Everything was 

affected even services in the little white church 

stopped. no weddings, christenings or even 

funerals  No holidays no leaving on a jet plane,. 

Not even visiting in hospitals or care homes was 

permitted. The number of dead rocketed sky-

high and morgues and graveyards filled, 

temporary hospitals were set up and people no 

longer remembered that A Nightingale Sang in 

Berkeley Square but more that a Nightingale was 

the name given to the  hospitals set up for 

people affected with the deadly disease. Whilst 

the weather improved and there was everyday 

sunshine and blue skies a dark cloud of gloom 

was hanging overhead.  

However all was not bad when out for short 

walks with the yappy wee dog Connie noticed 

how the buds were bursting out on the trees. 

She also noticed other forms of nature like lambs 

and calves in the fields and butterflies and bees 

flitting in and out on the beautiful wild flowers. 



As she looked round she realised that all of this 

had been here before but it was only now when 

everything had slowed down that she took time 

to take it all in.  Some things were different 

though, with the lack of heavy traffic she could 

hear the blackbird sing and the air felt so much 

fresher. It seemed like Mother Nature was 

having respite.  

At home too times were different but not all 

bad.   The family, who previously rushed in and 

out dropping grandchildren off on their way, 

were unable to visit but instead of call you 

tonight which rarely happened there were daily 

phone calls of I just called to say I love you and 

call if you need me. It was sad missing the baby 

kisses and hugs but technology such as Facetime 

and the Portal compensated in a small way. The 

drive pasts for Birthdays and other celebrations 

was a different way of doing things, instead of 

blowing out candles on a cake, Happy Birthday 

was sung from the doorstep as little hands 

waved and blew kisses from the car windows. 



Online shopping became the norm, and the 

postie and Amazon man became daily visitors 

Instead of eating out, for a treat, chippies and 

other restaurants delivered food as did coffee 

shops, The lemonade man, supermarket delivery 

man and garden centres  delivered to name but a 

few and the yappy wee dog enjoyed yapping at 

them all. 

The news was still gloomy but in a surreal way, 

everyone’s geography improved as maps showed 

where in the world  the pandemic was worse.   

Arlene, Michele, Marie-Louise and Robin 

delivering the updates became a second family 

and everyone got used to bad news and hung on 

their every word if only to dissect it on Social 

Media later.  Social Media however also showed 

a good side communities were coming together 

to help each other out.  Posts online showed 

gifts were being delivered to care homes and 

hospitals.  People were volunteering to help 

others who were shielding by going shopping for 

them.   



Everyone was going online. The school around 

the corner ,and in fact all schools closed, home 

schooling was the way to go, people were 

working from home and even Church services 

were online.  Connie laughed when she heard 

how her church was doing social distancing 

confessionals in the church car park.  There was a 

huge surge in the sale of Portals and other 

devices as they were used to keep in touch with 

those shielding. New words became common 

place in the vocabulary such as furlough, 

pandemic and social distancing, other words was 

often used but they aren’t to be repeated.  Other 

differences were apparent with leisure centres 

and theatres etc. being turned into test centres 

and hotels offering accommodation for NHS 

staff. There were also rumours of an up and 

coming baby boom of little covid babies  

Thursday evening became the highlight of the 

week as communities gathered to their 

doorsteps to clap for the NHS heroes.  It was 

amazing hearing the applause, the blowing of 



whistles, and the sound of distant drums also  

the local fire station resurrected its old klaxon 

and the ship yard horn sounded proudly once 

more.  Even Connie’s wee yappy dog joined in.  

For 10 minutes or so the pandemic was almost 

forgotten as everyone cheered.  Neighbours who 

never spoke due to their busy lifestyles now 

waved across the street and over the fence at 

each other, the street where once people just 

came and went was now a community of friendly 

faces and the things everyone had in common 

was the fight against the pandemic and the bad 

haircuts, even the wee yappy dog was looking 

decidedly shaggy. 

In the windows of the houses there were 

rainbows if fact rainbows were everywhere in 

houses cars, on walls. The children painted them, 

adults knit them, crocheted them, carved them, 

and where they once were the symbol of gay 

pride the rainbow connection was now for the 

NHS and of hope. 



The weather continued to improve, the news 

was more promising with numbers dropping 

there was talk of vaccines and schools starting 

back, there was talk of all kinds of good news but 

Connie knew that despite the good news that it 

would be a long time before times would ever 

return to normal.  But she also knew that she like 

many others had learnt a lesson through all of 

what had happened.  She now realised the 

importance of family and how much she 

appreciated and loved them all.  She also 

realised the important of being part of a 

community and vowed to take time to look out 

for her neighbours and new friends as that’s 

what friends are for. Also to soak up the 

treasures that nature was offering and enjoy 

them all instead of taking them for granted.   

Where her song had previously been 9 to 5 she 

now felt that it should be somewhere over the 

rainbow because she knew that with the help of 

friends, community and NHS and a yappy wee 

dog that eventually the pot of gold would 



someday be there for everyone.  Really Connie 

thought despite all it’s a wonderful world 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


